


















DESIGNER
PROFILE

NEVER TOO LAKE
  Never Too Lake is a Finnish design 
label inspired by the pure Nordic 
nature and four magical seasons of the 
North. Our story is made of lakeside 
landscapes, sun-kissed meadows and 
breathtaking winter wonderland. We 
value pure nature, ethicality and little 
joys in life.
    Finland is the land of a thousand lakes 
and forests. The jewelry is made from 
high-quality Finnish Birch that is PEFC 
& FSC certified sustainably sourced. 
The hooks and hoops are sterling 
silver. The other metal parts are made 
of nickel-free jewelry steel. The jewelry 
is super light and comfortable to wear.

GIA STUDIOS
Gia Studios was officially launched 
in May 2018. Meaning “the house” in 
Vietnamese, “GIA” is the home for local 
artisans to create and experience the 
art of contemporary fashion, where 
traditional Vietnamese craftsmanship 
intersects with minimal design.

KATHERINE RIARDANT
 As a young girl, Katherine developed a 
fascination with how things are made, teaching herself 
the nuances of fashion design as she sewed clothes 
for her dolls. Her curiosity led her to study and obtain 
her Master’s in Fine Arts and Visual Communications, 
to work alongside renowned designers in Europe, 
Asia, and the US, to learn the making of leather 
goods, the art of creating well-proportioned patterns, 
and the intricacies of working with premium leather. 
 Katherine Riardant designs draw inspiration from 
geometric forms, European architecture, aviation, and 
elegant city living. Each idea is carefully considered for both 
aesthetic beauty and functionality—fine art takes time.
 Paper sketches are enhanced by Parisian-
inspired color palettes featuring rich burgundies, deep 
greens, royal blues, mustards, classic black, crisp 
white, and select pastels. Detailed design patterns are 
first brought to life in the form of 3D models, to assess 
proportions, size, depth, and comfort. Custom-designed 
accents—such as high-quality plated metals, hidden 
pockets, and detachable straps—are added for style and 
function, and complete the undeniably sleek aesthetic.

JOAILLERIE STUTTGART
Jutta Klink is a jewelry 
designer from Stuttgart 
with roots in Pforzheim, the so called 
„Golden City“. After finishing the 
„Berufskolleg for Design, Jewelry and 
Art Object“ at the Goldsmith School in 
Pforzheim, she did a classic goldsmith 
training in the company of Günter Krauss 
in Stuttgart. Followed by a cooperation with 
„Franziska Rappold Schmuck Freiburg“, it 
led to an own atelier in Stuttgart where she 
worked until 2015. In 2016 she opened up 
her own jewelry store „Joaillerie Stuttgart“ 
in the beautiful west side of Stuttgart, 
where she creates and shows her work.

                ESCVDO
ESCVDO’s collections are 
inspired by Peru’s vast 
cultural and natural wealth, 
combining ancestral textile 
traditions with premium fibers.
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The Paracas civilization inhabited the central-
south end of Peru from 700 B.C to 200 A.D. 
They’re famous for their spectacular, meticulously 
woven textiles. Most commonly made with vicuña 
fibres and sometimes adorned with bird feathers, 
these textiles are considered the finest of the pre-
Incan era. ESCVDO is an ethical contemporary 
fashion brand that works on reclaiming traditional 
weaving techniques and empowering
the memory of Peru’s traditions. 



EGLE VAN GULIK
  E-shaped Home is a 

Dutch luxury design label,  
founded in 2017. Inspired by a New Way 
of thinking about sustainable homestyle.

You might tend to shy away from the 
traditional design out of fear that it’s boring, 
predictable, stuffy—and it totally can be. But 
some of its facets are truly interesting, and 
since it incorporates a lot of antiques, the 
traditional design gives the opportunity to 
stumble upon some pretty cool pieces. But 
what exactly makes something “traditional,” 
and just how far back does traditional go? 
Well, traditionally doesn’t always equal staid.
 E-shaped home collection only 
uses sustainable materials, such as organic 
cotton, tencel and recycled cotton.

AGUA BY AGUA BENDITA
Behind each and every Agua 
Bendita garment hundreds of 
stories of Colombian artisan are 
engraved. Women who besides 
being head of households bestow 
our designs with unique handmade 
embroidery details, which 
represent our identity and DNA.
 Agua Bendita is the union of two 
enterprising women who back in 
the 2003 decided to join forces with 
these artisans in order to make their 
dream of transforming swimwear 
into unique garments, a reality. 

PAMELA 
CARD
  Pamela travels 
the world to collect 
inspiration for her 
evolving, namesake 
jewelry collection. 
Paris was where 
her love of ancient 
jewelry began; 
however, it was 
while living in Turkey 
and travelling 
throughout Rome 
and Portugal 

KULIK
 Kulik is the polish fashion brand 
established in 2016. The brand gives on market 
the functional bags and original clogs. Every 
project is inspired by a modern minimalism and 
an architectural aesthetics. Their exclusivity 
is determined not only by the best quality 
materials , but also by traditional production 
techniques in local polish manufacture.
 Kulik offers the possibility of 
personalizing each bag by selecting original 
straps - from hand-woven, through chain 
straps to short or long leather straps. Kulik 
believes the designs are a tribute to female 
strength and vitality, but also emphasize her 
constant readiness for change.

BED OF ROSES
         Bed of Roses, a brand for the free spirits, 
the bohemians and the wild ones. Here 
you will find unique handmade jewellery, 
crystals, boho accessories and more.
  Being daringly different, expressing 
individuality and accepting every part of 
yourself is what Sinead, the founder, believes 
is most important in life. With this in mind, she 
was inspired to create a jewellery brand that 
empowers women to authentically step into 
their true selves and embrace their femininity. 
      A portion of Bed of Roses’ profits goes 
to Women’s Aid; a charity that supports and 
empowers women who have suffered and 
have been affected by domestic violence.

HELLESSY
      Born and raised in Paris,
                      Millstein moved to NYC with her 
         family after wrapping a 10+ year 
          career as a senior merchant. Working 
with institutional houses including 
Chanel, and Givenchy, in Europe and 
Japan allowed Millstein to build a strong 
understanding of the luxury space. This 
alongside her multicultural French/
Japanese background have provided a 
unique approach which meets the context 
of her women’s day and evening style. 
      Each Hellessy collection is produced 
locally and ethically in NYC. Hellessy 
focuses on timeless pieces that can 
be worn over and over again, with an 
inherent sense of laid back glamour.
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that her love of jewelry as an art form came to 
actualization. Pamela was completely enthralled by 
the depth of history preserved within each village, 
encased in each museum, and displayed at each 
palace. 
       Using the historic techniques of lost wax casting 
and hand forging, all pieces are designed and 
produced locally in Pamela’s studio in Vancouver. 
The collections oppose mass production and 
instead promote the beauty of ancient craft and 
focus on it’s longevity.



DESIGNER
PROFILE

TOVE
  Every TOVE design is meticulously 
considered and forms part of an edit of 
signature pieces. The generosity in the 
cut of the fabric and the design detail 
in each piece epitomises the focus of 
the brand. The motivation; to curate a 
collection of elevated feminine pieces, 
with distinct silhouettes that transition 
seamlessly between occasions. Never 
restrictive, each piece transcends the 
season. TOVE is borne from the girl’s 
name originating from Denmark. It 
stands for strength and beauty, perfectly 
encapsulating everything that TOVE 
epitomises. TOVE was founded by 
Camille Perry and Holly Wright in 2019

VERAGANO
Several years ago, 
Rima McDonald, the 
founder and lead shoe 
designer of Veragano, 
was diagnosed her 
with Sciatica and 
recommended she stop 
wearing heels to help 
reduce the aggravation 

   REVELLE
    Revelle was founded with a simple mission: make women feel beautiful in their bodies 
every day by helping them find clothes that actually fit, not by making them shop more.
Lisa Nicole Harbottle founded Revelle in 2017 with a technical fashion degree and a 
professional history in the industry as a designer, creative director, production manager, 

      UNTTLD    
 Founded in 2011, UNTTLD 
is the ongoing collaborative 
work of Montreal designers 
José St-Jacques and Simon 
Bélanger. 
  UNTTLD clothes are 
made to elevate everyday 
living into a glamorous 
cinematic lifestyle.
 Knowledgeable and well 
travelled, the UNTTLD 

NOBLE NAMES JEWELRY
  Noble Names jewelry is a brand flooded 
with love as it is a result of a true love that 
turned into a successful family business.
After 7 years of working in the jewelry 
industry, Armen and Narine decided 
to create their own brand that will be 
affordable, up to date, trendy and would 
satisfy everyone’s taste. A brand that sells 
everything, from simple to lux, tiny to bold, 
personalized to most common pieces.

SILVIA TCHERASSI
The pioneer of the Latin flair, was born in 
Colombia, on the shores of the Caribbean. 
Tcherassi began her career as an interior 
designer, but the search for new artistic 
expressions led her into fashion. Her creations 
have been presented during the official calendar 
of Paris and Milano fashion weeks invited as 
a special guest by their organizers. “Silvia 
Tcherassi” collections are available worldwide 
through her own namesake 15 stores situated 
in prime locations across Europe, North America 
and South America, historic department stores, 
some of the most famous multi-brand boutiques 
and premier online luxury fashion retailers.
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that the shoes were causing her Sciatic nerve.
Undeterred by her diagnosis, Rima set out to solve 
the issue traditional heels were causing her. She was 
determined to create a uniquely stylish collection of 
premium-quality comfortable heels for the millions of 
professional women who struggle with their footwear 
while on the job. She believes women should not 
have to carry an extra pair of flats to run around town 
in or sacrifice style for comfort.

woman is bold, sensual and magnetic. Her dramatic 
sense of style reveals a romantic rebel in full 
possession of herself. She is a professional, an artist, 
an intellectual, whose mystique intrigues and inspires.

retail manager, pattern maker, and seamstress. 
    Essential to Lisa’s business are core values 
refined in her method of an exclusive made-to-order 
ethical process, custom for individuals from the finest 
sustainable materials. Her intention with this company is 
to create a community of like-minded people who carry 
a similar sense of purpose in the clothing they wear, the 
life they live, and their footprint on our beautiful planet.



VALÉRE
  Inspired by femininity, 
beauty, travel, art, history 
and nature, VALÉRE 
Designer, Samantha Lowe 
designs unique luxurious 
jewellery for women who 

KARA
  KARA is a New York City 
based accessories brand 
founded Sarah Law in 2013. 
She was born in Los Angeles 
and raised in Hong Kong with 
a very artistic caucasian-
american mother and self-
made enterpreneurial chinese 
father. Growing up, she 
naturally absorbed these 
cultures and her parents traits.
   KARA is an enthusiastic 
dedication to the intimate 
recognition that for many of us, 
identity is complex, conflicting 
and fluid.
   Each design is a blank canvas, 
encouraging individuality and 
reflecting the attitude that you 
should wear the bag, the bag 
should not wear you.
  KARA derives from the 
Japanese word ‘karaoke’, 
which means ‘empty orchestra’. 
Emptiness creates space for 
personal interpretation and self 
expression. 

RAFINAD
 Rafinad is an American brand 
with Russian heritage. It embodies 
the personal style of Yana Strokova 
(designer and founder) who hails 
from Saint-Petersburg, where she 
developed her passion towards design.
 Yana Strokova is committed 
to bring her unique vision shaped by 
Eastern-European traditions and style. 
Rafinad is known in Russia as one of 
the first brands which used only natural 
materials. Relaunching brand in America 
in 2018, Yana is on the mission to 
shape the future of sustainable fashion.

SHE’S EVE
 She’s Eve is about transforming 
period wear from a grudge purchase into 
an altruistic indulgence. She’s Eve takes 
high fashion brands’ ‘waste’ and creates a 
cascade of dignity; eco-conscious pamper 
packs for the purchaser. 
 She’s Eve, together with Padding 
Africa provide reusable pads for young girls 
to attend school and empower women who 
face extreme poverty to  help themselves 
and become self-sufficient by making pads 
for their communities.
 Although functional, a She’s 
Eve purchase is also incredibly indulgent 
consisting of a beautifully crafted, curated 
pamper pack, while at the same time helping 
others and the environment. 

TEDDY AND ME
Teddy and Me Clothing 
is a Canadian company. 
Unique baby’s and 
kid’s store. Preemie to 
Size 14 years old. All 
products are handmade 
in Brazil from the best 
clothing and accessory 
materials. 
Teddy and Me’s 
philosophy is that in 
children’s clothing the 
most important thing is 
kids feeling comfortable 
and happy, after that the 
fashion comes natural.
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want to bring lasting romance to life.
      VALÉRE’s luxurious brand aesthetic is reflected 
through the use of precious natural gemstones, 
high quality materials and skilful craftsmanship. 
Each piece of VALÉRE jewellery is handmade by 
experienced artisans from a base metal of sterling 
silver or brass, using only the highest quality 24k 
gold micron plating methods and is finished with 
an elegant matte texture.
    “I truly believe that jewellery is one of the 
most romantic things a woman can wear, so I 
created VALÉRE with the intention to bring lasting 
romance to life”, says Samantha.



MODEL: Janine Tondu, @ janinetondu
PHOTOGRAPHER: Mariya Nicole, @ mariyanicolemvp

STYLIST: Alina Kotsiuba, @ alinakotsiubka
MUAH: Rebecca Alonzo, @ becca_paulette_artistry



Hoodie: ENNSTORE, @ennstorecom
Jacket: ENNSTORE, @ennstorecom
Skirt: ENNSTORE, @ennstorecom

Jewelry: ERICKSON BEAMON, 
@ericksonbeamon

Bag: MAKE:D, @make8d_official
Boots: stylist personal



Bodysuit :BEVZA, @bevza 
Skirt: ENNSTORE, @ennstorecom
Coat: ENNSTORE, @ennstorecom

Boots: stylist personal 
Bag: MAKE:D, @make8d_official
Hair accessory: BEVZA, @bevza

 Necklace: SOLOMEINA, @solomeinajewelry





Jumpsuit: ENNSTORE, @ennstorecom
Bag: VOLTA ATELIER, @voltaatelier 

Shoes: stylist personal
Jewelry: ERICKSON BEAMON, 

@ericksonbeamon



Suit: ENNSTORE, @ennstorecom
Jewelry: ERICKSON BEAMON,  @ericksonbeamon

Bags: LUCKYNELLY, @luckynelly_berlin
Shoes: BEVZA, @bevza 

 



Suit: ENNSTORE, @ennstorecom 
Top: ENNSTORE, @ennstorecom
Bag: MAKE:D, @make8d_official

Shoes: stylist personal 
Jewelry: ERICKSON BEAMON, 

@ericksonbeamon



Suit: ENNSTORE, @ennstorecom
Hodie (as a scarf): ENNSTORE, @ennstorecom
Earrings: ERICKSON BEAMON,  @ericksonbeamon
Bag: LUCKYNELLY, @luckynelly_berlin
Hat: COVERNUMBERONE, @covernumberone



Suit ENNSTORE, @ennstorecom
Coat ENNSTORE, @ennstorecom
Scarf: PAISLEY&HEARTS, @paisleyandheart
Hat: COVERNUMBERONE, @covernumberone
Shoes: stylist personal 





“BURNED LOVE | BEFORE THE ERA” 

MODEL: Ksenia Tarasova, @xenia.t._
PHOTO, STYLE: Ekaterina Belinskaya, @avine_

ASSISTANT PHOTO, STYLE: Elena Bugrova, @elbugrova_photo
MUAH: Yana Novikova , @yano4kamakeup

ASSISTANT MUAH: Olga Kaplina, @kaplina_makeup
SET DESIGN: Labyrint Sveta, @labyrint_sveta



Jewelry: HOLY FINGERS JEWELLERY, @holy_fingers_jewellery  
Beige backdrop: PAINTX STUDIO, @paintxbackdrops

Jacket: NADEJDA BABAYTSEVA, @nadejdababaytseva
Wardrobe: HISTERIA, @histeria_dress



Jewelry: HOLY FINGERS JEWELLERY, @holy_fingers_jewellery  
Beige backdrop: PAINTX STUDIO, @paintxbackdrops
Jacket: NADEJDA BABAYTSEVA, @nadejdababaytseva
Wardrobe: HISTERIA, @histeria_dress







Jewelry: HOLY FINGERS JEWELLERY, @holy_fingers_jewellery  
Beige backdrop: PAINTX STUDIO, @paintxbackdrops

Jacket: NADEJDA BABAYTSEVA, @nadejdababaytseva
Wardrobe: HISTERIA, @histeria_dress





Wardrobe: HISTERIA, @histeria_dress 
Beige backdrop: PAINTX STUDIO, @paintxbackdrops
Jewelry: HOLY FINGERS JEWELLERY, @holy_fingers_jewellery  



Wardrobe: HISTERIA, @histeria_dress 
Beige backdrop: PAINTX STUDIO, @paintxbackdrops
Jewelry: HOLY FINGERS JEWELLERY, @holy_fingers_jewellery  







Wardrobe: HISTERIA, @histeria_dress 
Beige backdrop: PAINTX STUDIO, @paintxbackdrops
Jewelry: HOLY FINGERS JEWELLERY, @holy_fingers_jewellery  





Wardrobe: HISTERIA, @histeria_dress 
Beige backdrop: PAINTX STUDIO, @paintxbackdrops
Jewelry: HOLY FINGERS JEWELLERY, @holy_fingers_jewellery  



“BURNED LOVE | MODERN AGE” 

MODEL: Ksenia Tarasova, @xenia.t._
PHOTO, STYLE: Ekaterina Belinskaya, @avine_

ASSISTANT PHOTO, STYLE: Elena Bugrova, @elbugrova_photo
MUAH: Yana Novikova , @yano4kamakeup

ASSISTANT MUAH: Olga Kaplina, @kaplina_makeup
SET DESIGN: Labyrint Sveta, @labyrint_sveta



Jewelry: HOLY FINGERS JEWELLERY, @holy_fingers_jewellery  
Blue backdrop: BACKDROPS BY ALEXEYSAVELIEV, @ backdrops_canvas



Blue backdrop: BACKDROPS BY ALEXEYSAVELIEV, @ backdrops_canvas
Jewelry: HOLY FINGERS JEWELLERY, @holy_fingers_jewellery







Gloves: HANDSOME STOCKHOLM, @handsomestockholm
Jewelry: HOLY FINGERS JEWELLERY, @holy_fingers_jewellery  
Blue backdrop: BACKDROPS BY ALEXEYSAVELIEV, @ backdrops_canvas



Beige backdrop: PAINTX STUDIO, @paintxbackdrops
Jewelry: HOLY FINGERS JEWELLERY, @holy_fingers_jewellery
Gloves: HANDSOME STOCKHOLM, @handsomestockholm 
Dress: COCOS MOSCOW, @cocosmoscow
Dress: HISTERIA, @histeria_dress 





Dress: HISTERIA, @histeria_dress 
Dress: COCOS MOSCOW, @cocosmoscow
Gloves: HANDSOME STOCKHOLM, @handsomestockholm
Jewelry: HOLY FINGERS JEWELLERY, @holy_fingers_jewellery  
Beige backdrop: PAINTX STUDIO, @paintxbackdrops





MODEL: Madeline Goetz, @madeline.goetz
PHOTOGRAPHER: Dasha Brook, @dasha_brook

STYLIST: SB, @sbproductionagency
MUAH: Anna P.

ASSISTANT: Daria Kharchenko, @kharchenkodaria



Bodysuit: ENNSTORE, @ennstorecom
Skirt: 2MADISON AVENUE, @2madisonavenue

Earrings: TREND JEWELRY, @trendjewelry_handmadedesigns



Earrings: TREND JEWELRY, @trendjewelry_handmadedesigns 
Skirt: 2MADISON AVENUE, @2madisonavenue
Bodysuit: ENNSTORE, @ennstorecom







Purse: MESMERI, @imesmeri
Dress: MOLLIÉ, mollie__jaten

Trench: REVIVE, @this_is_revive
Necklace: MAALICIOUS, @maaliciousjewelry



Necklace: MAALICIOUS, @maaliciousjewelry 
Trench: REVIVE, @this_is_revive
Dress: MOLLIÉ, mollie__jaten
Purse: MESMERI, @imesmeri







Shirt: GLIM STUDIOS, @glimstudios 
Pants: MORPHINE FASHION, @morphine_fashion
Blazer: MORPHINE FASHION, @morphine_fashion



Shirt: GLIM STUDIOS, @glimstudios 
Pants: MORPHINE FASHION, @morphine_fashion
Blazer: MORPHINE FASHION, @morphine_fashion







Dress: JAMEMME, @jamemme



Dress: JAMEMME, @jamemme





Gloves: GLOVE.ME, @glove.me 
Skirt: ENNSTORE ,@ennstorecom
Shirt: GLIM STUDIOS, @glimstudios
Purse: AKS MATHUR ,@aksmathurofficial
Purse Handle: EVELINA STERN





“ONE DAY IN CHINA TOWN” 

MODEL: Sandra Zhang, @thesandrazhang
PHOTOGRAPHER: Tyler Kenny, @tylerkennyphoto

STYLIST: : Stasi Berezovskaya, @sb.style.me.up
MUA:  Vanessa Ann Muro, @missnessann

HAIR:  Risako Itamochi, @Risako_hair           



Shorts: MAYD IN CHYNA, @whymaydinchyna 
Scarf: PAISLEY & HEART, @paisleyandheart 
Jacket: CEMRE OKTAY, @cemreoktaystudio

Bag: GROTKOP COLLECTION, @grotkopcollection 
Sweater: BRODIE CASHMERE, @brodiecashmereofficial 



Shorts: MAYD IN CHYNA, @whymaydinchyna 
Scarf: PAISLEY & HEART, @paisleyandheart 
Jacket: CEMRE OKTAY, @cemreoktaystudio
Bag: GROTKOP COLLECTION, @grotkopcollection 
Sweater: BRODIE CASHMERE, @brodiecashmereofficial 







Earrings: TEKNE, @te.k.ne 
Bracelet: TEKNE, @te.k.ne

Top: MOLLIÉ ,@mollie__jaten 
Shirt: IC (INDIA CHIC), @indiachicbazar 



Skirt: GRANTED APPAREL, @granted_apparel 
Shirt: THAT GORILLA BRAND, @thatgorillabrand 
Jacket: ABEL HONOR NEW YORK, @abelhonornewyork 
Rings: CAROLINE HJERPE, @carolinehjerpejewelry 
Rings: BISOULOVELY, @bisoulovely 
Earrings: CW JEWELS, @cw_jewels







Earrings: CW JEWELS, @cw_jewels 
Rings: BISOULOVELY, @bisoulovely 
Rings: CAROLINE HJERPE, @carolinehjerpejewelry 
Skirt: GRANTED APPAREL, @granted_apparel 
Shirt: THAT GORILLA BRAND, @thatgorillabrand 
Jacket: ABEL HONOR NEW YORK, @abelhonornewyork 



Earrings: TEKNE, @te.k.ne 
Coat: ARSON DEGREE, @arsondegree 

Dress: GRANTED APPAREL, @granted_apparel 







Pants: ONLY THE PRIVILEGE, @onlytheprivilege 
Bag: VOLTA ATELIER, @voltaatelier 

Sweatshirt: JI CHENG, @jicheng00 
Hat: G-O-D-A, @godahouse 

Earrings:TEKNE @te.k.ne



Skirt: GRANTED APPAREL, @granted_apparel 
Bodysuit: BOMBA BAMBOLA, @bombabambola 
Necklace: EATMETAL, @eatmetalinc
Shoes: STILTS SHOES, @stiltsshoes 







Shoes: STILTS SHOES, @stiltsshoes 
Necklace: EATMETAL, @eatmetalinc

Skirt: GRANTED APPAREL, @granted_apparel 
Bodysuit: BOMBA BAMBOLA, @bombabambola 



Jumpsuit: ENNSTORE, @ennstorecom
Bag: VOLTA ATELIER, @voltaatelier 

Jewelry: ERICKSON BEAMON, 
@ericksonbeamon

Shoes: stylist personal
Prepared by MagCloud for Eglé Gulik. Get more at weeklystylemagazine.magcloud.com.


